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of safety-critical devices in wireless sensor networks than o ered by current .. in the worst-case latency to report missing
nodes compared to the Memento [15].

In this type of attack, a wrong path is advertised by a malicious node during the route finding process. You can
work on the different load balancing strategies for your Ph. In order to balance the energy consumption of the
nodes, load balancing strategies are used in the network. In a cluster, a role is assigned to an individual node
on the basis of their parameters. Telemetry finds its application in meteorology for weather prediction, oil, and
gas industry to acquire drilling information from beneath the sea, motor racing to collect racing data,
transportation, agriculture, defense, and space science. WSN Security Security is a major issue in wireless
sensor network as it is prone to outside attacks. A malicious message can be injected into the network. Based
on the underlying structure there are different routing techniques and protocols. It is a very good topic for
research and thesis. Intra-clustering routing Data Aggregation It is another good area for the thesis on wireless
sensor network. Scalability and energy efficiency is also achieved through clustering. In a cooperative black
hole, a group of nodes acts as the black hole nodes. You can work on a thesis on routing in wireless sensor
networks. It is also known as Bluetooth Smart. It is also an appropriate choice for thesis and research. It finds
its application in healthcare systems, sports, alerts and proximity sensing. This routing protocol establishes
route on demand from source to destination when requested by a source node by RREQ Route Request
message. In a single black hole attack, an individual malicious behaves as the black hole node. It is also a
good area for thesis and research on WSN security. The main aim of data aggregation in WSN is to cut down
the power consumption. Along with these two protocols, there are also some other protocols. Data aggregation
is required to process the raw data. Clustering in Wireless Sensor Network WSN â€” Clustering is a process in
which nodes are divided into groups by following some mechanism in the wireless sensor network. It reduces
the power consumption of the nodes. This routing protocol is used in ZigBee technology which is low-power
and low-cost ad hoc network. Routing Protocols â€” Research and development is going on to design
protocols for WSN which are energy efficient. It is a very challenging process in wireless sensor network due
to different design issues and characteristics. It implements the IEEE  Not only this, it also improves the
energy utilization and bandwidth in WSN. A telemeter consists of a sensor, a transmission path, display,
recording, and a control device. Eavesdropping is another major issue in WSN. It is the process of finding a
suitable path for data transmission from source to the destination. The route is maintained till the time
communication is required. A black hole is a gateway to the large number of harmful attacks on the network.
The main difference between this protocol and AODV protocol is that rather route table, it uses source routing.
WSN find its application in military, healthcare and hence security is a must. With telemetry, multiple streams
of data can be transmitted in a fixed time frame. The main feature of this technology is reduced power
consumption and cost while the communication range is same. It operates at 2. There is a threat of leakage of
private information in the network. These types of attacks are often difficult to tackle with. Detecting sinkhole
attack is challenging due to: Communication patterns. The different techniques for data aggregation include:
Centralized Approach Tree-based Approach Cluster-based Approach Data aggregation is an important concept
in WSN as it not only improve energy efficiency but also reduce redundancy of data.


